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Annual General Meeting
We are fortunate to hove as our speaker o woman wfio is on authority in the field of women's
work ond women's woges. Associote Professor Renote Howe will discuss the impoct of
Woges Boards ond Trode Boords since their institution one hundred yeors ogo.
Women constitute o mojor port of our work force. Whot is their situotion in Austrolio s
economic life. This is the subject of the discussion.

Date: Sunday 1 December 1991
Time: 2.30pm
Place: AWU Training Room
61-65 Drummond St, Carlton near Queensberry St
Agenda: Report on year's activities
Election of Office Bearers
President

Vice-President

Five Executive Members
Secretary
Talk by Associate Professor Renate Howe
Women's Work and Women's Wages
General Business

Afternoon Tea

John Arrowsmith Lloyd Edmonds
President Secretary
419 4481 337 7554
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During the past years the cost of production of the Recorder has
increased considerably. Also our techniques of production have
improved. To pay for these increased expenses there will be an
increase in the subscription for the Recorder to $10 a year.

Would you forward your $10 for the Recorder for Jan-Dec
1992 to:

L Edmonds

93 Roberts Street

Essendon VIC 3040
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Noted Feminist ond Historian ot CAE
DR Stiirley Randett

Dr Shirley
Randell, Director
of the Council of
Adult Education is

pleased to
annouce that the

noted feminist

and historian, Dr
Marilyn Lake,
will give two
lectures for CAE
on 7 December

and 14 December

at the CAE City
Centre, 256
Flinders Street,
Melbourne*

The subjects will be The
Bushman as a Model of Mascu
linity and The Independence of
Women and the Brotherhood of
Man.

Dr Lake's work on The
Bushman and his Legend from a
gender perspective has aroused
great interest in Australia and in
the United States of America.

Her CAE lectures come at

the conclusion of on invitation
lecture series at Harvard and

Princeton and other US insti
tutes.

This is your chance to hear
Dr Lake's latest rich and excit
ing insights into one of the great
themes of Australian history and
society.

Dr Rondeil said, "We are
extremely fortunate to secure Dr
Lake for these two informative
sessions.

Her depth of knowledge on
the chosen subject is both exten
sive and well documented."

For further information
contact Maureen Mendoza or
Bev Gilbert on (03) 652 0614
or Noela Foote on 652 0637

A new weekly paper?
People wfio are left of centre need o lively and well-produced notional paper to discuss
problems each week. We think that progress In Ideas should hove a presence in the mass
media and in public debate. Also it would help to link progressive movements. These ore
reasons to support on independent left weekly.
There were 160 sponsors of the proposalwhocovered a range of progressive movements.
All of the sponsors worked in some way for social justice.
It is intended to launch the weekly when a capital of $100,000 is raised and a total of
2,500 subscriptions ore pre-sold.

If you are interested in this scheme would you get in touch with
Brood Left Weekly Project

Freepost 2
PO Box K371 Hoymorket

Sydney NSW 2000
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EAST WEST

COMMIHEE
REQUEST FOR

INFORMATION

Adrian Cunningham, who works
at the National Library and is
researching for a thesis at the
Australian National University,
has written to ask the Melbourne

Branch for help in locating the
reocrds of the East-West Com

mittee. His primary interest is in
the help which the Committee
gave to Malay and Indonesian
workers in the West Australian

pearling industry during the
1940s and 1950s.

As some members of the Branch

will remember, the Committee
was run by Elizabeth and Eric
Marshall, who died in 1963 and
1973 respectively. They had no
children and their executors are

both dead. Dr Jim Cairns, who
was President of the Committee

for some years, cannot give any
clues about the location of the

records.

If anyone knows where the
Committee's records are to be

found; or who might have some
idea of their whereabouts, Adrian
Cunningham would be very
grateful to hear from you. His
address is 18 Berrigan Crescent,
O'Connor ACT 2601.
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The Union Buries Its Dead
In Die quaint iitde country town of Tower Hai,
situated in Koroit, one of tfie most t}eautiful spots
in Victoria, and within sound of the eternal roll of

the great Pacific Ocean, lies the txxfy of William
John McLean, who was shot at Grassmere
during the Bush Strike of 1894.
To his memory this Memorial has tieen erected.
The idea of the Memorial originated with the
Bourke AWU Committee, of which Branch

McLean was a memtier.

The sum of £91/4/3 was collected, including
at)out £5 collected by Secretary Burgess of the
Central Branch.

The Monument isof redScotchgranite,polished
on the four faces. The bottom base is of

bluestone, finely rubbed and diamond
hammered, on which stands a rock-faced base
champhered and margined.
A few particulars as to how McLean came by his
death will be of interest

An enthusiastic Unionist, he was one of the most
active spirits in the '94 strike. During that time
Grassmere Station got a blackleg crew to start
under the notorious P.U. Agreement. Police
were on hand to safeguard these men.
It was known the latter were armed, and rumoured
they would shoot. But nothing daunted, a number
of Unionists, of whom McLean was one,
determined to interview them and try and get
them to cast aside a tyrannical agreement
McLean was one of the first to enter their hut He

had no sooner entered than without a word of

warning he was fired on, and fell with a bullet
through his lung. His mate John Murphy fell by
his side.

He was arrested, charged with 'unlawful
assembly', and sentenced to three years
imprisonment. Imprisonment to a man with a
bullet-drilled lung meant taking aviray any chance
he had of recovery.
McLean was sent to Goulbum Gaol • the coldest

and most trying in the colony to a weak-lunged
person. He grew so bad that he was sent to
Parramatta. The doctor there, who evidently
had more humanity or more medical knowledge
that the Goulbum and Wilcannia gaol medicos,
recommended his liberation. He was shortly
afterwards liberated - having completed about
one-third of his sentence.

If he did break a law - a law made by masters -
he did it, not for any personal gain, but for what
seemed to him the good of his fellows. /Vxl
grievously, too, did he pay for the breach.
The law brands him as a criminal. But the

workers, for whom his life was sacrificed, will
regard him as a martyr.
(Signed) W.G.Spence, President
DONALD MACDONELL, Gen. Sec.
[The above is reprinted (abridged) from TTre

Worker* October 27th 1900 (official organ of the
Australian Workers Union). The Victorian Branch
recently purchased the former Vehicle BukJers
office in Melbourne and named it William McLean
House] John Arrowsmith

HIS FELLOW UNIONISTS
AND ADMIRERS

IN MEMORY OF THEIR. COMRADE,

WILLIAM JOHN HcLEAN
WHO WAS SHOT BY A NON-UNIONIST

AT GRASSMERE STATION, N.8.W.,
DURING. THE BUSH UNIGN STRUGGLE

OF 1894, ANO

WHO DIED 22nd MARCH, 1896,

AGED 28 YEARS.

A Good Son, A Faithful Matc,
And a Dcvotco Unionist.

Union is Stninoth. I



who led the World in winning the 8 hour day ?
by JOHN ARROWSMITH

Members of long standing will recall
the effort our society pioneered to
rehabilitate the graves of the 8 hour
pioneers in the Melbourne General
Cemetery.
We organised the restoration of the
inscription on the grave of James
Galloway, and on a memorable
occasion celebrated the anniversary
of Labour Day with the late Professor
Manning Clark delivering the oration
and lifting the red flag from the
tombstone.

I think we have twice had work done

on James Stephens' grave. The
oration in 1990 on this occasion being
delivered by Gerry Hand MHR.
It is very pleasing to record that the
work we started has been taken up
by a committee who have arranged
extensive renovation of Galloway's
grave and intend to do others later.
The Painters Union, and the Building
Workers Industrial Union have been

the driving force Our vice-president,
Peter Love, is on the committee.

Recently I was contacted and asked
if we could provide a copy of our
Bicentenary special outlining the 8
hour victory in Melbourne on 21 April
1856 - Galloway and Stephens were
the leaders of that successful

campaign.
We located one of the few copies left
and it has gone into a time capsule,
now part of Galloway's grave.
I frequently hear, or read, that the
Melbourne achievement was the first

in the world. This is not so. More

later.

In a well produced booklet written by
Bert Roth for the Trade Union History
Project (Wellington, New Zealand)
material is presented which seems to

indicate that workers in Wellington
led by Samuel Parnell ( a London
born carpenter) were the first to win
the 8 hour day in 1840.
Here is the reference:

New Zealand Pioneers
Few New Zealanders would have

had advance notice of the

intemational May Day appeal in 1890,
but this country by then had fifty
years' experience of struggling for an
eight-hour working day, beginning
with Sam Parnell's well-known stand

at Petone beach in 1840. Parnell's

refusal to work longer than eight hours
a day when asked to erect a store
entered into the history books and
the London-born carpenter achieved
fame as the founder of the eight-hour
system. He met incoming ships to tell
tradesmen of the new hours of work

and thanks to his efforts eight hours
became accepted in the young
Wellington settlement. Labourers
building the road to the Hutt are said
to have downed tools when asked to

work longer hours, and Wellington
carpenters are said to have resolved
to observe an eight-hour day, "anyone
offending to be ducked into the
harbour".

In Dunedin the new settlers had been

promised an eight-hour day by the
Otago Association. For the first few
months this was faithfully observed,
but then Captain Cargill, the leader of
the settlement, tried to undermine
the system. "Many of the labourers,"
he told a public banquet in January
1849, "have come out here with an

exaggerated belief that they are to
have large wages and shorter hours
of work, making them in reality mere
drones." Wages, said Cargill, had to

be kept sufficiently low to allow
landowners to benefit by them, and
he issued a notice, on 24 January,
that "according to the good old Scotch
rule" ten hours were to constitute a

legal day's work.
The settlers had come to Dunedin

precisely to escape from such "old
Scotch rules"; they found a leader in
the painter Samuel Shaw who called
a protest meeting where tradesmen
and labourers decided to work no

longer than eight hours and to ask for
the usual pay at pay time. Private
employers offered to continue the
eight-hour system and, faced with
this opposition, Cargill had no choice
but to withdraw is notice.

In the Canterbury settlement an eight-
hour day was observed until 1857.
Here, too, the workers' leader was a

painter, William Griffin, who had taken
part in Chartist agitations in England
before emigrating to New Zealand. In
June 1857 Griffin induced the

Carpenters and Joiners Society to
convene a meeting to discuss the
reduction of working hours from ten
to eight. The men decided to give the
employers three months' notice, and
on 1 September 1857 the eight-hour
day (8am to 5pm, with an hour off for
lunch) became the rule in Auckland.
SYDNEY STONEMASONS
WERE THE FIRST IN

AUSTRALIA

At a meeting of their union on 18
August 1855 a motion "that in the
opinion of this Society eight hours
should be the maximum day's work"
was carried unanimously. Employers
were given notice that six months
hence no mason would work more

Continued next page
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who led the
World in winning
the 8 hour day ?
Continued from previous page

than eight hours.
Masons on two jol)S, the Holy Trinity
Church in Argyle Cut and the Mariners
Church in Lower George St did not
wait for the deadline. They took strike
action and won. They cel^rated their
victory at a dinner held on 1 October
1855.

On the day the six months notice
ended, 18 February 1856, the
contractors building Tooth's Kent
brewery in Parramatta stood out. The
Masons' Society withdrew its
members who imm^iately found jobs
with other contractors. Less than two

weeks later all masons were working
8 hours.

The significance of the Melbourne
victory lies in the fact that while
stonemasons led the way the
contractors of the day took the first
move to extend the daim to all workers

in the industry!! So it was agreed that
a 48 hour week would begin for the
entire industry on 21 April 1856.
Twocontractorsstood out. All workers

downed tools and joined a march
through Melbourne on that morning
and resolved at a meeting not to
return to work until the two came into

line. This they did later that day.
The victory generated great
enthusiasm. It is almost certain that

the celebration march held in

Melboume on 10 May 1856 was a
world first, and arising out of the
victory another world first could be
claimed when the Melbourne Trades

Hall was opened on 24 May 1859
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An Important Dispute ■ 1937
Vic Bird is a most remarkable man.

From early in the 1930s he has been a
devoted activist in the cause of
communism in Australia.

There are many who would scornfully
dismiss such a life or condemn him in the
strongest of terms. However, facts are
stubborn things. Vic, as part of a team,
has supported, without asking anything
for himself, many causes that have been
at the heart of the real needs of our
country and the majority of its people. He
was at the centre of such in Newcastle in

1937. We were then living through one
of the most shameful periods in our
history.
Led by the government of the United
Kingdom, the federal government of
Joseph Lyons, with R G Menzies as
Attorney General, and sad to say with
the support of some of the top figures in
the unions and the Australian Labor

Party, pursued a foreign policy based on
appeasement of the fascist axis powers,
Germany, Italy, Japan.
All were engaged in aggressive acts.
It was obvious to Vic that they menaced
world peace and that fascism was a
threat to workers everywhere. He was
deeply involved in exposing the treachery
of ^e appeasers and explaining to
workers the nature of fascism.
As a fulltime worker for the communist

party he walked into his office on the
morning of 14 October 1937 to find two
coal lumpers (who had just finished a
night shift) waiting for him. They told Vic
that the Chinese crew (36 in all) had
walked off a ship called the "Sllksworth"
during the previous night.
Now, 54 years later, Vic has written an
account of the dispute. It is a heart
warming story, full of lessons for today.
On the surface it appeared to be a normal
industrial dispute.
It began at a port in South Australia
where an officer, on returning to the ship
drunk, had beaten up a member of the
crew.

'They held a 24 hour stoppage at the

next port (Geelong) because the captain
(an Englishman) had failed to carry out a
promise to replace the officer.
•The situation remained the same at
Newcastle hence the decision to walk

off.

But a tremendously important political
dimension to the dispute appeared when
the crew became informed that Japan
had launched aggression against ̂ eir
homeland. This was a factor in the walk
off as the ship was being used to carry
war chemicals and food to Japan. The
36 declared they would not sail the ship.
Vic, with telling documentation, relates
how quite diverse forces in the
community came together in support of
their cause. An outstanding feature was
the unity of action by various strands of
thought in the union movement. The
tactics used are also very worthy of
study. Six of the crew were spirited to
Sydney to engage in very rewarding
contact work. The others chose gaol
rather than two other alternatives offered

them by a magistrate.
There is much one could comment on

but that would spoil the story for readers.
However, I must say that the 36 and their
supporters wonatremendousnear 100%
victory.
You can read about it by securing a copy
(only $2) from the Melbourne May Day
Committee, c- Plumbers Union, 52
Victoria St, Carlton South 3053.

Telephone (03) 662 3388.
Rnally, a personal note. Having known
Vic since about 19431 am familiar with
the health problems he has had to
contend with over recent years. In
convalescence he was able to spend
only about one hour per day on the
manuscript over about 12 months. It is
good to record that he had considerable
assistance. We should all express our
appreciation of the team's dedicated
efforts. They have added a chapter to
labour history that might otherwise have
not appeared.

John Arrowsmith



EVAH, ETHNICITY AND PARTY FAGIONAIISM
by LYNE ALLAN

The present day Australian Labor Party
(ALP) appears to outsiders as a
completely strange organisation. The
party, while an apparently confused
coalition of competing Interest groups,
is both very successful and electoraily
popular In a majority of states.
(k>ntemporary experience confirms that
if the ALP Is to win and retain office In

government it must manage diversity.
Evatt wasthe first ALP leaderto perceive
this fact

Ethnicity and factionalism are vital features
in the ALP, yet party rhetoric before Evatt
never wanted to admit this. The party
portrayed itself as a united body, free from
internal division. In an assimilationist

Australia the party claimed to represent all
Australians, a slogan appropriated by Liberal
leader John Howard in 1988. That the ALP

before 1965 stood for a "Vrhite' Australia

was overlooked. Factions were a party
tradition, yet like questions about ethnicity
and race they were also something to be
ignored. ALP factions were bad, divisive,
undesirable and even, in the same sense as

Voltaire saw them, wholly loathsome. Evatt
was to change all this.
Evatt's press statement of 5 October 1954,
in which he condemned control of the ALP

in Victoria by 'outside forces', has a major
significanceforthe ALP'ssubsequent history
not generally considered, Evatt recognised
that the ALP had an ethnic and factional

character. He publicly acknowledged the
role played by both Irish-ethnics (or,
specifically, Irish-Catholic ethnics and the
substantially Irish-Catholic Movement-
Group faction within the ALP. Irish-Catholic
ethnicity is a key factor in explaining the
ALP'S electoral performance from 1916 until
well into the 1960s. A discussion of the role

played by Irish-Catholic ethnics in the ALP
is an essential pre-requisite for any serious
study of Evatt's role in the post-1949 ALP.
Irish Catholics (increasingly by descent
rather than birth) have traditionally be an
"out' group in Australian society, at least up
until the decade of Evatt's death.

The ALP as a party for the "underdog',
attracted considerable Irish-Catholic

support, a support reflected in the high
proportion of Irish-Catholics among ALP
parliamentarians and party office-holders.
This support was consolidated after 1916,
when many non-Catholics left the party
over the Issue of consaption for overseas
service in World War I. Australian conscripts,
they felt, might have been used by the
Britishtofight in Ireland ratherthan in Europe
against Germans or Turks. Deep feelings
about Ireland started to wane in the 1920s,
as second and subsequent generations of
ALP Irish-Catholics developed a passion
for other issues. Increasingly in the 1930s
and 1940s they echoed the concerns of
their Church about the growing "menace'of
international Communism.

A Catholic organisation, the Catholic Social
Studies Movement or simply "the Movement'
was formed to fight Communism, and it
operated largely within the ALP's trade union
affiliates. The Movement was in fact

masterminded by an Italian-ethnic, BA
Santamaria, but its organisers were
principally Irish-Catholics. The Movement
sought initially to remove Communists from
trade union office. In the larger unions the
Movement formed "Industrial Groups'.
These Groups consisted of ALP members
or supporters who contested union elections
in the name of the ALP, standing as ALP
Industrial Group candidates. Group
supporters were known as "Groupers'.
Supporters of the Groups within the ALP
formed the Movement-Groupfaction, a new
concept in ALP faction organisation.
ALP factions had traditionally been based
on personalities (such as Ja:k Lang in New
South Wales and John Wren In Victoria).
Sometimes the State organisation formed
an effective faction. Factions were

ephemeral and lacked effective
organisation. This lack of permanence
sometimes failed to distinguish them from
tendencies, the mere expression of belief.
The Movement-Group faction was
completely different. It combined ideology,

ethnicity and religion. It was well and widely
organised. It sought party control Australia-
wide and came dose to achieving it The
very tactics adopted by the Movement-
Group faction, as well as opposition at a
critical time in 1954 and 1955 by H V Evatt,
ensured that the faction would cease to

operate as such within the ALP after the
great split of 1955.
The existence and influence of the

Movement-Group faction, the issue of
Communism, andthe role of H V Evatt in the

split is and will continue to be a matter of
major argument by historians and political
scientists. Fourtheories have been used by
various writers to contain the split.
Rrstly, left-conspiratorial theories argue that
the split resulted from Communist influence
within the ALP. Evatt, according to
supporters of this theory, was a tool of the
Communists. Evatt had helped the
Communists, they claimed, by representing
them as counsel before the High Court of
Australia in 1951. The Menzies Liberal-

Country government then sought to make
the Communist Party illegal. Evatt
successfully argued before the C^urt that
the Communist Party Dissolution Act was
ultra vires the defence power of the federal
government under the Commonwealth of
Australia Constitution Act Evatt supported
strongly the NO case at a subsequent
referendum which sought to provide the
federal government with the power to ban
Communism by means of Constitutional
amendment. Evatt had also written to Soviet

Foreign Minister Molotov in 1954 after the
defedion to Australia of the Soviet spy
Vladimir Petrov, questioning the authenticity
of certain documents sent to Petrov by the
Soviet secret service (the MVD, the Soviet
Ministry for State Security). Such actions by
Evatt, however principled, were politically
naive. Ironically, had the Communist Party
been banned the Liberals would have been

denied a major election argument against
the ALP. The Movement-Group faction
would also have been denied a key

Continued next page
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justification for its existence. The suggestion
that Evatt was nothing but a puppet of the
ultra-left is incorrect. Evatt had in fact

consulted frequently wHh Santamaria and
leading Groupers before the 1954 federal
election and earlier. As Attorney-General in
the Chifley government from 1 it549 there
is nothing in any way to suggest that Evatt
supported Communist policies. In fact, he
was detested by many at that time for his
actions in the 1949 Coal Strike when several

Communist union leaders were jailed. Left-
conspiratorial theories assume that the split
can be simply explained.
Secondly, theories that the split was primarily
about religion, like left-conspiratorial
theories, are also very simplistic in their
explanations. These theories argue that the
split was the result of the Catholic Church
Hierarchy and Church-led organisations
seeking to control both the ALP and the
trade unions. In her biography of H V Evatt,
Kylie Tennantsawtwo of the leading Grouper
protagonists of the split, federal
parliamentarians S M Keon and J M Mullens,
as 'armed with the sword of Catholic Action

against Evatt*. Neither left-conspiratorial
theories nor religious theories adequately
explain the split. The political actions of key
players in the split can be explained more as
the actions of strong-minded individuals
rather than as the agents of Rome or of
Moscow that some people are keen to
suggest.

Thirdly, the split is seen as the work of
individuals motivated by a desire for power,
with emphasis on the manipulators rather
than the party structure through which they
operated. The American writer F C Langdon
saw the split in the context of attitudes by
individuals towards the Groups, and the
result of non-cooperation between industrial
Labor men and newer conservative

Catholics who joined the ALP after 1945. P
M Farrell (1955) argued that Evatt saw
political gain for himself by divesting Catholic
influence from the ALP. In this regard Evatt's
study of W M Holman (1940) acted as a
"case study*. Holman, New South Wales
Premier during World War I and an ALP
man who left the party over his support for
conscription, saw political advantages for
the conservative side of politics from the
fact that the ALP had become, increasingly,
a Catholic party. Evatt reasoned, according
to Farrell, that if Catholics left the ALP non-
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Catholic voters would flock towards the
party and desert the conservatives at the
polling booths.
Farrell's theory isfasa'nating, butfar-fetched.
Evatt was never a refigious bigot. While
some individuals were important in
influencing the course of events, it is also
necessary to consider the greater party
through which they operated.
Fourthly, the primary cause of the split is
seen as the ALP's structure, and in particular
the Industrial Group appendage within that
structure. Campbefl (1961) saw as a major
cause of disunity an insistence by Group
supporters of 'structural integrity',
permanence in the party structure for the
Groups and their Independent operation.
The major cause of disunity was not this
insistence by the Groupers, but rather their
very success. The Groups, considered as a
part of the Movement, were regarded as a
'party within a party* and as an organisation
trying to take over the party as a whole,
thereby threatening smaller unions and
traditional members of the party. In practice
the party could not cope with the new form
of faction the Movement-Group faction in
fact was.

The form taken by the 1955 ALP split cannot
be explained satisfactorily by the existing
theories. The split is best explained in terms
of representation and partic^ion. The ALP
structure operated on a winner-take-all
basis. ALP structures did not represent a
wide enough cross section of the party
membership. The ALP structure in the
1950s, and the experience of the split,
demonstrate the party's problem with
maintaining internal stability.
The ALP federally was governed by a
Federal Conference and Federal Executive
comprising equal representation from each
of the six state ALP Branches. Problems of
distance, communication, finance and
beliefs about the autonomy of state Branches
operated to minimise the importance of
party organisation at the federal level. Within
each state a party Executive, elected from a
union-controlled Conference, was
responslbleforparty administration. In New
South Wales and Victoria the Movement-
Group faction won control of the state
Executives in the early 1950s. The Victorian
Central Executive (VCE) was regarded by
non-Groupers as being more under the
direct control of Santamaria and the

MovemenL In November 1954 the Federal
Executive, at Evatfs urging, inquired into
the Victorian Branch. It resolved to hold a
special conference in February 1955 to
elect a new VCE. Certain delegate
requirements were changed with the object
ol making a Conference majority against
the Movement-Group faction. The Grouper
VCE boycotted the Special Conference,
and continued a separate existence as the
'old* VCE. A "new* VCE with a pro-Evatt
majority was elected by the Special
Conference.

The question of legitimacy, of right to control
the party machine, was acentral question in
the ALP throughout the early months of
1955. A climax was achieved at the Hobart
ALP Federal Conference in March 1955.

Hobart Federal Conference developed into
an exercise of power aimed at legitimising
the Special Conference in Victoria. Two
sets of delegates from Victoria sought to
attend the Conference, but the delegates
elected at the Special Conference
representing the 'new* VCE were seated to
represent Victoria. This was a direct
contravention of a 1927 precedent when
neither of two rival New South Wales Federal
Conference delegations was allowed to vote
until the delegates representing states other
than New South Wales had decided which

of the two rival delegations ought to be
seated. Almost half the total-number of

credentialled delegates, including a majority
of delegates from states other than Victoria,
boycotted the Hobart Federal Conference
in protest at the decision to seat the 'new'
Victorian delegation. Thisdedsion hadbeen
made previously by Federal Executive,
which was under the control of Joe
Chamberlain, Westem Australian ALP State
Secretary and an implacable anti-Grouper.
The delegates who boycotted the Hobart
(Conference may have made one great
tactical error. Their failure to hold a rival
Federal Conference may well have ended
any chance of a reconciliation in Victoria.
The split was restricted to Victoria, at last
initially, because of this error. Events in a
single state are unlStely to arouse great
passions outside the state concerned unless
significant groups within the ALP in more
than one state see the subject in dispute as
one affecting their own vital interests. The
state organisations in all states other than

Continued next page



Victoria would have been forced to take a

position had rival Federal Conferences been

Field.The appearance of rival Conferences
may have produced a groundsweil of opinion
favourable to compromise.
The Hobart Federal Conference ended any
claims to legitimacy by the "old" VCE. In
refusing to hold a rival Federal Conference
the boycotters were in fact suggesting
acceptance of the very acts they regarded
as unprincipled. The hand of the new VCE
was strengthened. It could now claim to be
acting with the approval of the party's highest
organ. The power of Federal Executive, as
Patrick Kennelly suggested (interview,
1976), was now beyond dispute. Federal
Executive could nowclearly reconstruct state
Branches and exercise a much greater
control over the whole party.
The final victory of the Federal ALP in the
1955 split was a victory for Evatt's
pragmatism. In removing the Movement-
Groupfaction Evatt was asserting pragmatic
legitimacy over legal rules or theoretic
principle. Evatt was the rightful inheritor of
the ALP mantle. Positivism had, so to speak,
won the day. For the ALP, and perhaps any
other political party, the vital factor in
determining the extent to which it remains a
substantial entity within the Australian
political system is pragmatic legitimacy. It is
a question of whether or not the ALP can
command general acceptance as the
dominant left of centre party capable of
providing an alternative to the conservatives.
The ALP derives such acceptance in terms
of trade union affiliation and electoral

support.

The claims of the "new" VCE to pragmatic
legitimacy would prove stronger as the
months passed throughout 1955. It is true
that the mass membership in the party
branches largely remained loyal to the "old"
Executive, but this fact would not prove
decisive.

Organisationally the "new" Executive would
enjoy affiliation by a majority of Victorian
trade unions, support from the majority of
Victorian ALP parliamentarians, and
superior electoral support in terms of both
votes cast and seats won compared with
the "old" Executive. The failure of the "old*

Executive to sustain representation in the
Victorian Parliament in t955, apart from the
single victory in the Legislative Assembly
District of Richmond and the five Legislative

Councillors with terms to expire in 1958,
ended any claims it might have had to
pragmatic legitimacy. The "old" Executive
could not claim to be Victoria's major Labor
Party. The early failure of the anti-Evatt "old"
VCE to secure pragmatic legitimacy had
two major effects.
Firstly, it led to the creation of Australia's
first and so far only major ethnic political
party, the Irish-Catholic Democratic Labor
Party (DLP). The DLP, throughout its
existence, was a party of and for Irish-
Catholic Australians. It never attracted

widespread support outside its ethnic base,
and became an historical irrelevance after

1974. As an anti-Communist party in the
late 1950s and 1960s it was ve^ effective.
After 1970, as younger Irish-Catholics grew
resentful of its moral preachings and the
Communist threat to Australia seemed less

real, the DLP lost great electoral support.
Secondly, it was to act as a conservative
influence on the ALP. The ALP was to retain

a structure where the party appeared to be
under outside domination and control. In

Victoria the position was at its worst. Party
office-holders were pre-determined by a
small clique of union officials. The "new*
VCE and its successors sought control over
the actions of parliamentarians. The free
actions of party organs appeared restricted
by a system of hierarchical control, of
branches by a left-wing VCE, and in turn of
the party as a whole by a left-wing Federal
Executive and Federal Conference.

Increasingly, after 1955, the party appeared
a representative of big unions rather than
the underdog or the oppressed, an
increasingly ineffective embodiment of
Australia's working class hopes and
traditions. To the ALP's new trade union

patrons in Victoria after 1955 legitimacy
meant little more than the right to control the
ALP. The party seemed principally
concerned only that its vote should exceed
that of the DLP, and that the DLP should not

be represented in parliament. The Victorian
ALP seemed relatively unconcerned with its
appeal to a majority of the electorate.
Evatt's concerns were different. He was far

sighted even if some of his actions were
ineffective or misguided. Evatt saw party
pluralism more importantthan single-faction
control. He saw management of diversity
the key to party success. In the ALP of 1954
ethnicity and faction had a strong nexus.

Evatt's actions were thetriggerthat changed
this situation. Ethnic factions, like ethnic

parties, are against all Australian political
traditions. Evatt saw in the Movement-Group
faction an intra-party organisation that would
not be in the party's long-term interests.
Evatt after 1955sawthat in the long run Irish
ethnicity would be increasingly less relevant
a factor in Australian politics. Under the
influence of Cyril Wyndham, a member of
Evatt's staff who became State Secretary of
the Victorian ALP in the early 1960s, Evatt
sought to appeal to Australia's post World
War II immigrants. In 1958, for example, he
specifically targeted Greeks by supporting
Greek claims for justice in the then British
colony of Cyprus. Greek supportforthe ALP
to this day remains high and in some
Victorian electorates is of great relevance to
the ALP. Evatt can claim a large part of the
credit for this support.
Evatt's greatest achievement may well be
the present status of factions in the ALP.
Factions are a positive feature of the ALP If
they operate in a responsible way, a fact
Evatt was among the first to realise. Since
1970, when the introduction of the

proporttonal representation voting system
in internal party elections in Victoria led to
the institutionalisation of party factions, their
operation has been very effective. Factions
have also been responsible for greater
participation by non-Anglo ethnk: groups in
the ALP in most states, a fact Evatt would

have applauded. Evatt's initial recognition
of factions led to their eventual acceptance.
Evatt is frequently blamed for the ALP's
subsequent electoral performance after
1955. It is paradoxical that he is probably
responsible for the fact that today the ALP
forms a government federally and in five of
the six states.
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